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Coming Up

It’s all about Fight Night !
The scene is set the competitors are in training and I believe that the 6 weeks before the Black Shirt Promotion the student will learn as much again as the whole
time they had been training previously. The doors will open at 6pm on Saturday
12th November with the first match being scheduled for 6.30pm. In general the
fights will take around 15 minutes each so if you are coming later to see a friend
then you can roughly calculate what time they are on by using that formula applied
to the fight order below but I would give up to 45 minutes in case order is changed
or a fight is finished sooner because of injury. This year we have 22 people
matched so 11 fights. The crowd judges the fight by making the most noise so participants are encouraged to bring as many people as they can. This is our grand
finale for the year and is the core of what we teach here . The Black Shirt program
and the Black Shirt fight night is hopefully the goal of evry student who joins us.
The aim is to take people from absolute beginner to Amateur Competitive Standard on average within the space of about two years and is our primary prerequisite
for entering outside competition within Boxing Australia. Although similar to what
they said when we got our first black belt in karate that this is just the first step I
am very comfortable once people have achieved their black shirt that this is a goal
achieved a bucket-list item ticked and life has so many good things to achieve and
aim for that this is a good a place as any to move on to other goals. Besides the
amateur competition standard I believe that our black shirt standard equals or surpasses most black belts on offer in it’s self defence capabilities which is also one of
my passions to impart. There is as I said plenty to do after your black shirt you can
start into the Olympic Competition stream under Boxing Australia who we are
affiliated to under Boxing NSW. A student could potentially start here go all the
way to the Olympics and win Australia’s first gold medal there. You could also
become a coach by completing the Level 1 coaching certificate and then be recognized under NCAS as a nationally recognized coach. Boxing Australia has just released two fitness boxing products of which I am an assessor ‘Train like a Boxer’
for use in Boxing gyms and Boxfit which will be rolled out for the fitness industry
soon. You can even become more involved by training to be a Referee or judge.

Come to Fight Night see what you could achieve
Joseph Joukhador
Will Bailey
Sarah Azar
Joshua Cranson

Red
Red
Red
Red

Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs

Joshua Joukhador
Kim Kilroy
Stephanie Malik
Sebastion Iannacito

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Sam Virk
Roger Stembridge
Nick Karayannis
Peter Becker
Sarah Corrigan
Brandon Favilla
Douglas McDonnell

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red

Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs
Vs

Martin Cho
Aare Vismann
Jared Smith
Fadi Taouk
Angel Poon
Adrian Biagioni
Aaron Margetts

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Competitions
Saturday 5th November7pmBeaton Park Wollongong
Friday 9th December 7pm Sydney Fight League at Norths
Cammeray

Other
Saturday 5th November 9am
Umina PCYC Open Sparring
Saturday 12th November from
6pm - Black Shirt promotion &
Xmas Party
Monday 28th November from
7pm General Shirt Promotion to
Grey
Sunday 4th December from 9am
Umina PCYC Open Sparring

Ticket prices
for fight night
Drinks and food included in
price plus free entry into door
prize raffles and of course
great fights and entertainment.
Discounted tickets if buy
before the fight night
$20pp November 1st-11th
$25pp at door
$50 for family (under 16’s)

Joe’s boxing Sydney www.joesboxing.com.au ph 0418 217 244

More good reasons to get your Black Shirt
One of the Instructors asked me the other day he said a few of us were wondering I we could get together
here and run an off-timetable class and my answer was certainly provided a black shirt takes charge and is
responsible for the students safety and the security of the gym. Just remember this is my home as well so
best if you talk to me about a specific time in case it clashes but Black Shirts in general have the entry code so
I am more than happy it happens whether regularly or spasmodically. I also encourage all Black shirts to
take an official class on the timetable that way you can teach your style and get a following it is both very
rewarding plus you learn a lot and of course I am very grateful which of course is the most important thing
of all. The question was also raised about creating individual Joe’s Boxing Uniforms away from my standard
issue and again I am happy for this to happen as long as it is not offensive or too tacky. (One man’s class is
another’s tacky but there are limits) One that was suggested was ‘Lock out - Knock out’ thumbs up on that
one ! I am happy to provide the logo and as long as I’m not footing the bill I will generally give my blessing. I
am one that would think if I found Joe’s Boxing T-shirt sold in a market in Thailand for $2 we’ve made it !
This Sunday 6th November a few o the fight night participants are coming up to Rylstone or a day camp with
some last minute boxing training but some bonding using the wonderful views surrounding my property
there. Hiking, Climbing, Archery, Tractor Driving, Chain sawing, Aboriginal Cave drawings are just some of
the activities on offer there. I would love everybody to experience Rylstone at least once on their boxing
journey with us. Look out in the new year leave Saturday 4.30pm be back Sydney Sunday 10pm exhausted !
Below a view from the cliffs directly behind where the campsite plus new motorbike from eBay

Ethel Harriet Maude Walker 18/10/18 - (not out)
Happy 98th birthday to my mum whose birthday was on
the 18th October. Living a long time is such an inspiration to me. Born in 1918 you grew up through the depression nursed soldiers through World War II and in
later years instead of being crabby and spiteful you became forgiving and open often referred to by the young
people who loved you as a mischievous saint. I remember your words on your 90th birthday to the 30 or so
people gathered there. “If life is not going well for you
slow down take it a day at a time and the universe will in
the end right itself” Now although your mind is not always here I do hope you crack the ton mum that would

Joe’s Boxing proudly supporting this initiative by
Titbit

7.30pm—10.30pm
26th November 2016

Sarah Tatjana devoted Joes Boxing student is founder of this initiative and what makes it dear to
my heart is that she actually goes
to the streets and shelters with a
friends van and delivers clothes
directly to the homeless giving
away over 90 bags of clothes
much of it new garnered from
friends in the fashion industry. I
am therefore getting behind this
and promoting through our our
student network and what ever is
left over we will be sending to
the rest to bourke, doomadgee
and Png.

Get your name in lights
I just picked up the Honour Boards after getting them updated with the 18 names from last years Black Shirt
promotion fight night. My tradition is that you have to wait a year after attaining your Black Shirt before getting
your name added. Part of this is practical as it is a pain to take the boards down but part of it comes from my
karate days where after receiving your black belt you wear a plain one for about a year before your official belt
is given which has your name embroidered on it. This creates a kind of delayed gratification and a layer of seniority within the black shirts. A quick glance at the first honour board that is now complete shows 6 black shirts
still active here with a couple more still floating around. These are Ben, Trent, Jack , Michelle , Enrico & Mark.

Fumi ‘Pocketrocket’ Takahashi did her last class for the
moment on 1st November at 38 weeks pregnant !

This beautiful beast comes around every morning when I
feed Ronda and squawks for food which of course I oblige

Important Notice – Changes to competition record books and Boxer registrations
Published Wed 08 Jun 2016
From the 1 July 2016 BANSW will be making the following changes to the Boxer registrations and Boxer Competition Record books

AIBA COMPETITION BOOKS (BLUE BOOKS)
• BANSW will cease using the AIBA Competition Record Book (Blue Book)from 1 July 2016 for National competition
• The Combat Sports Authority Competition Record Book is taking the place of the AIBA Competition Record Book (Blue Book) from 1 July
2016
• The Combat Sports Authority Competition Record Book MUST be used when competing in other states
• Please consult with the National Coaching team if you are competing internationally at which time an AIBA Competition Record Book will
be arranged for this purpose
• Boxers under 14 years of age will be provided with an AIBA Competition Record Book (Blue Book) for interstate competition

BOXER REGISTRATIONS
• You MUST be registered with BANSW each calendar year.
• BANSW will cease manual registrations and move to on-line registrations ONLY from 1 July 2016
• Once registered you will be provided with a Member Profile as proof of registration
• Your BANSW Member Profile needs to be kept in a secure place and presented to officials at time of weigh in as proof of registration
• If you registered prior to 1 July 2016 you MUST use your AIBA Competition Record Book (Blue Book) as proof of registration at time of
weigh in

BEFORE I COMPETE – FROM 1 JULY 2016
• You MUST be registered with BANSW
• You must be register with the Combat Sports Authority http://ringside.sport.nsw.gov.au/RSOUser
• You MUST see your doctor and obtain the mandatory Combat Sports Authority Fitness and Serological clearances
• You are NO LONGER required to obtain a fitness clearance as part of your BANSW registration
WHEN I COMPETE – FROM 1 JULY 2016
• You must always present your Member Profile OR your AIBA Competition Record Book (Blue Book) to an official at time of weigh in, NO
PROOF OF MEMBERSHIP NO FIGHT
• You MUST present your Combat Sports Authority Competition Book at time of weigh in NO CSA BOOK NO FIGHT
• You must seek clearance from BANSW if you intend to compete interstate

If you require any further information please contact BANSW secretary.nsw@boxing.org.au or 0476 851 751
© 2016 Boxing NSW
PO Box 6232, Silverwater NSW 1811
02 8736 1214
secretary.nsw@boxing.org.au

Sponsorship fight night—Still time
Every year Enrico from Canada Bay club provides food and Steve from mybottleshop.com has donated some spirits and beer to the cause
but the more we can garner the better the night will run and the more I can give away Ticket price includes all food and drinks and a door
prize will be offered I will do a silent auction Discount tickets will be on sale from October 4th and I will accept donations up till the night
especially if it is cases of beer wine or spirits but if you have something that may be appropriate for a door prize or the silent auction I am
interested. Below are our regular givers and I am happy to mention you business in future newsletters , Facebook page if you want.

Door prizes and Silent
Auction Fight Night
As part of the ticket fee I give
door prizes which the winner
can choose any one thing on
offer. Because not everyone
on the night loves Boxing I try
to have other things which
may appeal. Plus if you really
like something you can buy it
before the door prize is drawn
or after if it’s not taken. If it
has a price pay that if not you
can make an offer.

Jessica Charlotte—http://africanvolunteervacations.org/
I am so proud of the work that some of my students are doing so I thought I would do a feature on each
of their good works. This month is the turn of Jess who has just quit her job to concentrate fulltime on
running the charity she set up in 2014 for those who wish to volunteer in Uganda after travelling there
herself and realizing a lot of the money paid by volunteers didn’t end up where it was supposed to so
she did what any Joe’s Boxing student would do she is building a better mouse trap and providing both
volunteers and the recipients a better bang for the buck.
“Uganda is such a vast and beautiful country, yet I decided that I wanted to experience it from
another side than just a wildlife safari. “My experience was one of the best experiences I’ve had
in my life. Volunteering showed me that we all have something to learn from someone else.
What I enjoyed the most was submerging myself into Ugandan culture and sharing this experience with other volunteers from around the world. All volunteers came from very different backgrounds and nationalities, but we all shared something in common, to learn from the community and help in any capacity that we could. I’ll never forget the friendships I made, the smiles
from my students, and the kindness from the people I encountered.”
African Volunteer Vacations (AVV) is a volunteer travel not for profit organization focused on providing
affordable volunteer travel experiences that are high quality, safe, and responsible. Launched in 2014
by Executive Director, Jessica Charlotte, following a trip abroad backpacking and volunteering in Uganda, AVV has been slowly growing ever since.
As part of our mission to promote responsible travel, we developed alternative volunteer vacations designed to connect travellers with local people and places for an authentic experience. We aim to give
people of any age and background the opportunity to offer their time, energy and skills to community
development projects in Uganda, whilst exploring new cultures, developing new skills and establishing
lifelong friendships to people that also care about the needs of the local people in developing countries.
With our volunteer program we allow you to discover some of the wonders of Africa while doing meaningful and rewarding community work. This is a great opportunity to explore life in rural Africa, live and
work amongst the locals and realize one person can make a difference. All our charity programs are
combined with unique, magical nature excursions (safari) where you will have the opportunity to tour

The Man-up series of which we were a part of played over the last three weeks on the ABC and although the Father/son boxing didn’t
make it to air there was a great YouTube video made of the day https://youtu.be/2yhuTdwekL0 plus both Hendrik and myself are
featured on the website Realaussieblokes.com at http://realaussieblokes.com/post/149412886909/boxing-kid or Hendrik
and http://realaussieblokes.com/post/149692085469/martial-arts for me .The pic below is a screenshot in episode showing
Flynn in class so some part of us actually made it to air and below Hendrik in Linkin Park attire. Good to be part of this work.

Anita writes beautifully and here is a short piece of her latest work ‘The Vampire’
I hear whispers, spoken miles away. The sound of a pin dropping on grass. I sense
the febrile pulse of blood in your veins, eternally beckoning me. It’s metallic sweetness, like an illicit lover. Night’s sanctuary falls and I drift at lightning speed, like a
mist, across the dark and pungent sea. Tonight I am strong. I possess the strength
of a thousand ancient armies, and the glorious moon comforts me, healing my
wounds. I am doing what I need to do to survive and I take nothing more, before
the arrival of day, and with it the sun’s lethal rays. Forever bound to the darkness
and the life of an immortal - I am the Vampire

Anita ‘The Fox’ - “Image snapped earlier on by my son , capturing a passion , a sport that I love and something that keeps my
life in balance . Thought I’s share. #loveboxing . October 2016

